#JORDENSBEDSTE PRODUCE

EARTH'S BEST
PRODUCE
FROM LOLLAND - FALSTER
If there is one thing we take pride in on LollandFalster, it is our produce. But what is the secret
behind the great flavours which you can find everywhere on Lolland-Falster? Our favourable climate
and, in particular, our topsoil. The truth is, you
have to search far and wide to find better soil than
the soil we have here on the South Sea Islands.
And that is something you can taste. That is why
we proudly speak of the Earth’s best produce from
Lolland-Falster. That might seem like an overstatement, but we take pride in the fact that it is not.
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LOLLAND-FALSTER IS KNOWN FOR ITS GOOD TOPSOIL. YOU CAN TASTE THAT IN OUR PRODUCE.
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#JORDENSBEDSTE PRODUCE

54 Grader
Visitor garden and Experimentarium

For the past 10 years, father and son
duo Gert and Asger Lynekilde have
been tending a large Danish vegetable garden in the middle of Lolland:
Originally, we were called Den Grønne
Verden — The Green World. This name
now applies to a grower co-operative

made up of good colleagues. In close
collaboration with local restaurants
and restaurants in Copenhagen, we
produce organic and biodynamic
vegetables and herbs. You will have
to travel far to find similarly delicious,
fresh and tasty vegetables, which is
why we can proudly say that we sell
#jordensbedste vegetables.

new ways to use crops. Over the years,
we have learned what produce and
which qualities talented professionals
need.

We have developed a concept where
we offer to be the restaurant's own
vegetable garden. All products are
harvested to order and are delivered
freshly harvested.
The vegetable garden not only produces vegetables, but also allows
visitors to look around, and chefs,
professionals and tourists also use the
garden to experiment with vegetable
growing. Here, we test products, come
up with new varieties, and discover
#JORDENSBEDSTE BIODYNAMIC

Voldshave Skovvej 1, 4920 Søllested
Tel. +45 2980 2115
www.dengrønneverden.dk
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Alsø Gårdbutik
A good place for cows

Behind Alsø Farm Shop is a family
farm with a herd of Limousin cattle.
Our Limousins enjoy THE GOOD COW
LIFE on organic pastures around the
scenic Maribo Lakes.

In the Alsø farm shop, we sell hung
meat from our young Limousin cattle.
Tender, lean and tasty.

Godstedvej 8, 4894 Øster Ulslev
Tel. +45 3029 6642/6130 9623
www.godtkoed.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE LIMOUSIN MEAT

Asgers Asparges
Green asparagus in season

Asgers Asparges was established by
Nicolai from Møllergaarden, Asger from
54 degrees and Sebastian: In the spring
of 2018, we planted three hectares of
green asparagus in Halsted on Lolland.
We are starting with a harvest of green
asparagus in the spring of 2019 and
will reach full harvesting in 2020.

We supply freshly harvested green
asparagus during the months of May
and June, and we deliver this freshly
harvested asparagus straight to the
professional kitchens of restaurants
in both Copenhagen and the South
Sea Islands. We are part of the Den
Grønne Verden grower cooperative.

We are proud of our work and look
forward to producing #jordensbedste
asparagus for the Danes.

Voldshave Skovvej 1, 4920 Søllested
Tel. +45 2980 2115
www.dengrønneverden.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE ASPARAGUS
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Bryghuset Riis
Brewing as craft

Bryghuset Riis is a small, family-run
brewery in the heart of Nykøbing F.
The brewery was established in 2014
and, in 2017, expanded into new
premises.
Jan, the brewer, has brewed beer for
10 years. The brewery has a capacity
of approx. 300 litres.

chance of taking it home bottled.
In Bryghuset Riis the atmosphere
is always relaxed and cosy, and the
brewer himself often pours the beer.

Brewing is based on proven recipes,
but there will also be time to experiment and develop new, exciting
beers. From the onset, the love of beer
has been the driving force.
Only beer which the brewer himself
likes is brewed here.
In connection with the brewery, a bar
has been established. Here, we open
on Fridays and Saturdays, so you have
the opportunity to taste the beer just
metres from the brewing plant. If you
find your favourite, there is also a good
8

Østergågade 19C, 4800 Nykøbing F
Tel. +45 6177 9293
www.krenkerupbryggeri.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE CRAFT BEER

Dalbakkegaard
Organic free-range chickens

Dalbakkegaard is located on southeastern Lolland and is an old family
farm that has been in the family for
eight generations. Here, we produce organic chickens from Lolland,
free-range ducks and eggs — animal
husbandry with a heart.

We specialise in producing large,
meaty organic chickens that live their
lives under optimal conditions out
on our large pastures. This means
healthy and unstressed animals with
plenty of good meat and great flavour. The chickens are hand slaughtered at a small, local abattoir on
Lolland, where they are packed both
whole and in various
cuts. Ready for the pot, grill or oven.
New this year are organic eggs from
our good hens, who have a small mobile chicken hut to lay their eggs in.
It is moved around, to make sure that
fresh grass is always available. This
way, the eggs develop a natural yellow
yolk and a great taste.
We sell our eggs locally in our farm
shop, but several restaurants and shops
also buy the tasty "gold nuggets".

#JORDENSBEDSTE ORGANIC CHICKENS

If you eat duck on Martinmas Eve and
at Christmas, then you should look
forward to tasting ours.

Dalbakkevej 2 4894 Øster Ulslev
Tel.: +45 2126 6693/4015 2062
www.dalbakkegaard.dk
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Ellekjær's Biavl
Honey from Falster

Since 2011, Ellekjær's Biavl has produced local honey from Falster every
spring and summer. The business
is located in the Hasselø plantation,
which is situated between beautiful
meadows on one side and Guldborgsund on the other.

In the old days, the Hasselø plantation was an island in southern Guldborgsund close to Falster, but since
the reclamation in 1873, it has been
connected to Falster. The place name
Hasselø plantation dates back to
1925, when the orchard was divided
into 23 plots. Today, the Hasselø plantation consists of 98 households, and
in some of these gardens there are
still fruit trees from that period.
Many beehives have been set up
in the orchard, and it is from here
that the bees visit the villa gardens
by Guldborgsund and the meadow
east of the Hasselø Plantation. It is
this combination of villa gardens and
meadows pollinated by the bees
which results in the soft, creamy honey with the characteristic, amazing
taste.
Some years, the summer honey can
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have a slightly nutty flavor due to the
bees having pollinated chestnut trees.
The honey can be found in shops and
hotels around Lolland and Falster.

Plantagevej 1, 4800 Nykøbing F
Tel. +45 4046 9345
Facebook: @ellekjaerbiavl

#JORDENSBEDSTE HONEY

Ellevang Landbrug
Organic free-range pigs

The pig is born and dies in its field,
which is located at the small Ellevang
farm between Særslev and Horbelev
on Falster. This breed is a mixture of
the Yorkshire,
Danish Landrace and Duroc pig, and
enters the world in the small huts in
the field.

everyday animal welfare not only gives
the pigs a curly tail, but also means
that great food can be produced that
will leave you wanting more.

The organic free-range pigs are closely
looked after by the family on the farm,
and are cuddly, confident and curious.
They live outdoors, but always have
access to dry straw and shelter from
the wind.

Under the open sky and with plenty
of room to rummage through the
ground. How we breed the Ellevang
pig.
#JORDENSBEDSTE FREE-RANGE PIGS.

The good topsoil on Falster is a good
basis for the pigs to play and rummage in the ground. They walk in
open fields and can be seen from the
road.

Falkerslevvej 28, 4871 Horbelev
Tel. +45 2785 7853
www.ellevanglandbrug.dk

The free life in all kinds of weather and
11

Engdigegaard
Ancient black oats

Engdigegaard has recultivated ancient black oats in individual fields by
Guldborg on Falster and uses them to
manufacture organic oatmeal .
The oatmeal is made only from the
largest, carefully selected grains.

Ancient black oats contain more of
everything healthy and beat yellow
oats on all parameters. Among other
things, black oats contain lots of beta-glucans which affect cholesterol in
the blood.

Black oatmeal tastes great and is
gluten-free. Engdigegaard’s black oatmeal is sold in selected stores.

Sønderskovvej 6, 4862 Guldborg
Tel. +45 2840 2183
www.engdigegaard.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE OATMEAL

Fejø Cider®
Natural Cider of the Småland Sea

Fejø Cider is located on the outermost
point of Fejø, 200 metres before the
great ‘Sletteren’ beach, overlooking
the neighbouring islands of Femø and
Lilleø. Here, Fejø Cider produces some
of Europe's best cider. The ambition
is to reach the sublime by combining
the natural with the sophisticated.
Fejø Cider is made from twelve carefully-selected cider apples. It ferments
for approx. 6 months in stainless
steel tanks, and then for at least
two months in a bottle. Most years,
semi-dry, dry and extra dry ciders are
produced.
The plantations on the island have
been grown dogmatically organic
from the start. Thus, no sulphur is
used on the plantation or in production. The cider ferments through wild
fermentation and gets its bubbles
naturally when it ferments, for the
#JORDENSBEDSTE CIDER

second time, in a bottle.
We recommend drinking Fejø Cider with sushi, grilled spare ribs and
beef brisket, or with red washed rind
cheeses. In addition to the classic

Fejø Cider, we recently launched a
sparkling 'She Cider' — a 'must' for
receptions and summer evenings on
the terrace.

Slettervej 44, DK-4944 Fejø
Tel. +45 6167 5622
www.fejoecider.dk
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Fejø Frugt
Vesterled Frugtplantage

Fejø is famous for its long tradition
of fruit cultivation. This is due to the
island's mild climate, which is created
by the surrounding sea. The island also
gets approx. 200 more hours of sunshine than the national average.
Thorvald Jensen established his first
plantation in 1968. Today, his son,
Laust Spandet Jensen, runs a modern
fruit production with pears, plums and
apples.
The apples which are found to fall
short of consumer requirements
during sorting are processed into
juice. Fejø apple juice is composed of
tree-ripened and hand-picked apples
which produce a good aromatic juice
with a fine interplay between sugar
and acid.

juice is bottled without undergoing filtration. The juice is only heated gently
to preserve the good taste and good
qualities.
We constantly develop our product
range in collaboration with Irma/COOP.
Part of the plantation is used for organic production in order to meet the
demand for organic fruit.
At Fejø Frugt orchard, we developed

our own pear, which is named after
Laust's daughter Katrine — a real Fejø
girl. All this to create an exciting and
varied range.

Skaløvej 1, 4944 Fejø
Tel.: +45 5471 3616
www.fejoefrugt.dk

The apples are cold-pressed, and the
14

#JORDENSBEDSTE FRUIT

Frederiksdal Kirsebærvin
The Stevns cherry — the grape of the North

Stevns cherry — also called the grape
of the North — is the backbone of our
production.
All of the cherries are certified and
come exclusively from our own plantations.

award at the International Food Contest 2018, and Sur Lie received a gold
medal, while liqueur and Red, sparkling received silver medals.

The wine has won prizes and gained
critical acclaim to an extent which
is unprecedented for a Danish wine
made from Stevn cherries.
Frederiksdal Kirsebærvin is the first
winery in the world to produce wine
from cherries based on the same
principles used through centuries of
winemaking — the only difference is
that the old traditions have been reinterpreted and given new life.
At Frederiksdal Manor on Lolland, we
produce cherry wine in a way which
no one has ever done before. The
#JORDENSBEDSTE CHERRY WINE

All in all, this makes Frederiksdal cherry wine something truly special!
Frederiksdal 2016 received a special

Frederiksdalsvej 30, 4912 Harpelunde
Tel.: +45 2061 3041
www.frederiksdal.com
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Grønnegård Frugt
Apple and pear orchard

Grønnegård Frugt is a pick-your-own
fruit plantation with different varieties
of apples and pears, which can be
picked in season from around 1 September to 1 December. We also sell
our own apple juice.
To us, it is a virtue to provide guidance
on the different varieties of apples
and pears.
The children love to sit in the little
apple carts and eat samples from
the trees on their journey around the
plantation.

Nakskovvej 236, 4900 Nakskov
Tel.: +45 4061 6617
Facebook: @Grønnegård Frugt
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#JORDENSBEDSTE PICK YOUR OWN

Gårdbutikken Marielyst
Vegetables from your seaside resort

The Farm Shop Marielyst has a farm
in an old and unique reclaimed area:
the topsoil here is dark and sandy, and
the area is quite unique for vegetable
production.
Enjoy the taste and quality of our

potatoes, peas, strawberries, asparagus,
carrots and the many beautiful berries
which you can buy at the farm shop.
Here you will meet Bo and Michella,
who are involved from start to finish —
we grow what you buy, greet you at

the farm shop and give you the real
EARTH experience, from farm to table.

Bøtø Ringvej 4, 4873 Væggerløse
Tel.: +45 6014 6900
www.gaardbutikkenmarielyst.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE VEGETABLES
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Hideaway Vingård - Hvidtfeldt & Gundersen
South Sea vineyard on Fejø

Commercial vineyard and fig arboretum.

2.3 hectares of happy geese, fig aboretum, winery and tasting room.
The vineyard was founded in 2006
and has been built on many different
varieties of grapes. The fig collection
was started in 2014, and today the
arboretum houses one of Northern
Europe's largest cold-climate fig collections planted outdoors.
When visiting Hideaway Vingård, you
get a whiff of southern impulses. You
move around between vines, flax
palms, holm-oaks, walnuts and especially figs. Some of the vineyard's most
important employees — the geese —
will surely greet you while they busy
themselves keeping the grass under
the vines short in the most organic
manner.
During the summer, there are lovely
pop-up food and wine events on the
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farm. Here, you can enjoy a good meal
made mainly from local produce from
Fejø and other South Sea Islands.

Storemosevej 18, 4944 Fejø
Tel.: +45 2463 4745
www.hideaway.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE VINEYARD

Hvidkildegaard Økologi
Organic Limousin meat

In the 15 years that Hvidkildegaard
has produced Limousin beef and veal,
we — René and Pernille Lærke — have
made sure that all animal feed has
been produced on the farm, and that
the meat has been, and continues to
be, sold with an emphasis on

quality and credibility. Over the past 7
years, we have used the entire property to produce organics in order to
future-proof the farm and be true to
our own beliefs.
For the entire summer, our animals
are put out to pasture on the protected

areas around Skejten and Fuglsang
Art Museum, thus supporting the
maintenance of the area’s nature.

Bregningevej 6, 4892 Kettinge
Tel. +45 5486 4232
Facebook: @hvidkildegaardlimousine

#JORDENSBEDSTE LIMOUSIN STEAKS
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Kernegaarden - Fejø
All the good from apples

Kernegaarden – Fejø features organic
fruit, B&B, farm holidays, tapas café
and farm shop. Here, we focus on the
apples, production and our guests.
Our organic apple juice, real cider, calva, vinegar and gastrique are all made
with love, passion and care in our own
cider mill and are produced using the

selected cider apple varieties growing
in our orchard.
We love to put our life's work on display,
which is why we are happy to organise
a tour of the apple orchard and offer
a tasting in the cider mill for groups,
along with talks about life as an island
producer on a small Danish islet.

Kernegaarden – Fejø is a carbon neutral and sustainable farm production.

Hjortemosevej 41, 4944 Fejø
Tel. +45 2481 2629/2944 0321
www.kernegaarden.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE CALVA

Krenkerup Bryggeri
Brewery & eatery

In a beautiful setting on Lolland, Krenkerup Bryggeri brews beer which is
made using pure ingredients without
additives, but with plenty of passion
and history instead.

At Krenkerup, we brew honest and
traditional quality beer using barley
from our own fields.
In our world, there are no shortcuts to
perfection — only an uncompromising
approach to quality ensures that we
can produce clean, well-tasting
products.
The brewery is part of the historic
Krenkerup Manor, which has been
passed down through the same family from
generation to generation since 1367.
You will find
beer from Krenkerup Bryggeri in a
number of restaurants and shops on
Lolland-Falster, but also in other
parts of the country.
Did you know?
Krenkerup Brygegri was the first Danish brewery to win three gold medals

#JORDENSBEDSTE STOUT

at the European Beer Star
— one of the world's most prestigious
beer competitions.

Krenkerupvej 29, 4990 Sakskøbing
Tel. +45 5470 5485
www.krenkerupbryggeri.dk
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Lammehave Økologi
The farm of greens and honey

Lammehave Økologi, a diverse farm.
Close to the Baltic Sea — with the cool
spring, sunny and dry summers and
mild autumn, we cultivate our small
farm, with the rich Falster EARTH.

In close collaboration with nature, we
produce quality produce that is close
to its origin: 30 different vegetables,
lamb, eggs, honey and flour.
Old grains are grown with the greatest concern for the environment and
are ground into flour in our own mill.
Old types of vegetable, which are
flavoursome and healthy, characterise the vegetable garden, and sheep
graze on the meadows, where plant
variety is great.
We make people grow. 7 employees
make everything add up, all of them
with some form of challenge — physical or mental. Lammehave Økologi is
the first private company in Denmark
to have been approved under section
103 of the Consolidation Act on Social
Services as a day-time activity offer for
the disadvantaged.
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See you in our farm shop — Tina and
Jacob.

Eriksdalsvej 24, 4871 Horbelev
Tel.: +45 2129 6506
www.lammehaveoekologi.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE VARIATION

Lolle Frugt
Plantation and farm shop

Lolle Fruit cultivates your health in
the Lolland EARTH. For three generations, the Lolle family has grown fruits
and berries. With us, you will find
Lolland-Falster's largest selection of
apples and pears.

As a customer, our apple hotel
secures you the best quality in the
months of August-July. If you want
the experience of picking your fruit
yourself, you can do this from June to
October.

Our EARTH also caters for
free-range pigs — they would like a
visit.

Gl Killerup 8, 4990 Sakskøbing
Tel. +45 2170 6424
www.lollefrugt.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE FRUIT
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Møllergaarden
The coarse vegetables

Møllergaarden is a family-run farm, located on the western island of Lolland
and is part of the Den Grønne Verden
(Green World) farming cooperative.
We have chosen to focus on coarse
vegetables, such as root vegetables
and headed cabbages, as well as fruits
and berries.
Utilising our many years of professional agricultural experience, we produce

our products in a professional manner, ensuring maximum reliability
regarding delivery. The rich Lolland
topsoil produces a better flavour and
results in a noticeably longer shelf life,
which benefits the end user.

it becoming an ideology for us. Our
vision is to produce healthy, fresh and
tasty vegetables for discerning consumers.

Møllergaarden is conventionally
registered, but uses available organic
principles without

Halsted Byvej 7, 4900 Nakskov
Tel.: +45 2825 3370
www.dengrønneverden.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE COARSE GREENS

Oreby Vineri
Liquid Happiness

Oreby Vineri uses apples from Fejø
which have been delivered by growers who have cultivated different
varieties for decades in some of the
best EARTH in Denmark, in order to
cultivate taste and quality. Combining
soil quality and experience to deliver
#jordensbedste apples, which are
juiced and vinified based

on classic old principles for white
wine.
Less is more. Good fruit is the key
to creating a good product. Before
you know it, you have created liquid
happiness — which is why this is the
slogan you will find on Rasmus' bottles. "Liquid Happiness".

The wines can be purchased on the
South Sea Islands at Vin & Velsmag
and Marius Mortensen, or alternatively
at Kjær & Sommerfeldt.

C.E. Christiansens Vej 3, 4930 Maribo
Tel. +45 2242 6153
Facebook: @orebyvineri

#JORDENSBEDSTE CIDER
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Pabst Bakery
Denmark's best rye bread baker

My name is Marc Pabst, and I make
the best rye bread in Denmark.

I run Pabst Bakery in the middle of
the town of Maribo, and I consider
myself to be a true baking enthusiast,
where craftsmanship is paramount,
and quality equals taste experience.
I work with a farm-to-table bread
concept which includes collaborating
with Jakob from Lammehave Organics, who delivers several different
grains straight to the bakery.
I grind all our flour myself in the bakery, so that we have fresh and fragrant
flour for our bread. This means that
we can retain all the good nutrients
and all the aromas and flavours in the
bread.
One result of this work is that, in 2018,
I won the award for "Denmark’s best
rye bread" and can proudly say that
I work to produce #jordensbedste
bread every day.
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Torvet 10, 4930 maribo
Tel. +45 547 8009
Facebook: Pabst Bakery

#JORDENSBEDSTE BREAD

Pasta Principato
Passion for pasta

Pasta Principato is a love story. Italian
Diego meets Danish Katharina on
Fejø. They fall in love and settle down
on the beautiful South Sea Island.
Diego is a passionate pasta artisan
who, for many years, dreamed of making a living from his passion.
Katharina is passionate about local
produce and organics. Together, they
started a small family business on Fejø
which produces fresh organic pasta.

Pasta Principato combines the best of
two worlds.
Good organic ingredients — preferably
from small local Danish producers
— and a respect and passion for the
Italian pasta craft. The fresh pasta is
frozen to make sure it tastes exactly
as if it had just left the pasta machine
on Fejø. Without a controlled atmosphere.

This is the care that makes the difference and which can be tasted in our
pasta.

Storemosevej 107, 4944 Fejø
Tel.: +45 6066 3092
www.pastaprincipato.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE PASTA
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RO'UM Lolland
Rum from beet juice

RO'UM is made from fermented
beet juice which is distilled and
subsequently stored in a wooden
barrel.

It gets some of its flavour and character from the
strong Lolland clay soil and the
good growing conditions.

Fits well with the perfect mood.

Hunseby Kirkevej 32 A, 4930 Maribo
www.RO-UM.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE RUM

SEiMEi
Organic juice

WiSH by SEiMEi is a small organic
fruit juice and beverage producer
from Nakskov which aims to raise
money for charity through the sale of
fresh, quality products.

Sustainable and carbonneutral
production as well as the fulfilment
of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals is our primary focus. Wherever
possible, we try to buy local produce.

Sandvikenvej 11, 4900 Nakskov
Tel.: +45 7026 1080
www.seimei.eu

#JORDENSBEDSTE JUICE
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Slagter Friis
Modern butcher’s shop

Slagter Friis is a modern butcher’s
shop which bases itself on old and
proud traditions.
We always have a large selection of
fresh cold cuts and smoked products,
and everything is homemade from
scratch in our own farm shop.
Some of our products are hung beef,
veal and pork from

selected farmers and fresh, Danish
lamb. We look for the best ingredients
and always prioritise sourcing meat
from animals that have had access to
the outdoors, where the quality of life
has been good.
We always look for the best ingredients and, in collaboration with
colleagues, we breed our own ducks,
geese and cockerels.

During the hunting season, it is of
course also possible to find local
game at Slagter Friis.

Søndergade 39, 4900 Nakskov
Tel. +45 5492 2244
www.madmedmere-nakskov.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE BUTCHER

Stinelund Vin
Eastern Lolland, bottled

Stinelund is an organic, regenerative
farm that is constantly working to
improve the Lolland EARTH.

The idea is that a vibrant and healthy
soil also creates healthy, high quality
food.

At Stinelund, we bottle a small portion of eastern Lolland. You can taste
that in our wines and ciders.

Døllefjeldevej 1, 4990 Sakskøbing
Tel.: +45 6168 4889
www.stinelund.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE WINE
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Thorslundegaard
The greenest herbs

Charlotte Overgaard lives in a small
country house in northwest Lolland.
For years, she has grown vegetables
and herbs for local restaurants in a
vegetable garden with mixed cultivation.
Here, many different herbs are cultivated — including rarer herbs such as oysterleaf, iceplant and purslane, as well as
amazing green products - like mizuna,

arugula, mustard red giant and more.
Everything is grown according to organic principles and without the use
of pesticides and inorganic fertilisers.
Only organic material is used for
fertilisation — primarily horse manure.
If you have ever tasted these delicious
products, you will know why everyone
calls Charlotte’s herbs

#jordensbedste herbs. Thor Lundegaard is part of the Green World farming cooperative (Den Grønne Verden).

Vensholmvej 37, 4900 Nakskov
Tel. +45 2980 215
www.dengrønneverden.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE HERBS

Tokkerupgård
Morning-harvested vegetables

On the farm Tokkerupgård, we have
a farm shop where we sell our own
produce: Potatoes, strawberries,
cauliflower, cabbage, white cabbage,
red cabbage, kale, celery, Hokkaido,
pumpkins, sweet corn, peas etc. We
also stock products from other local
growers like honey, onions,

apples, apple juice, carrots and various
flowers. The strawberries are picked in
the morning, and the new potatoes
are dug fresh every day. We also supply the local shops, which are also very
devoted to stocking strawberries and
new potatoes which have been harvested and delivered on the same day.

We have some organic products delivered from Stenris Eco I/S — including
celery, potatoes and quinoa.

Tokkerupgård
Tokkerupvej 3, 4892 Kettinge
Tel. +45 2044 2144
Facebook: Tokkerupgård

#JORDENSBEDSTE CABBAGE
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Vindruedelikatesser fra Lolland
Homemade goodies

A wonderful adventure started on a
sunny spring day in 1996 on our newly acquired farm on Lolland. By the
gable under a small bench, a small,
completely bare branch protruded

- it had clearly not been allowed to stay
up above the fertile topsoil until now.
We wondered what it was We let
it grow, and it sprouted the most
beautiful leaves — it turned out to be
a vine. A Leon Millot.
We cared for it, snipped it and used a
trellis to guide it up the sunlit gable
and further out into the garden — and
we enjoyed the first powerful, sweet
and acidic grapes on a warm October
day. And suddenly, that particular
taste — childhood memories of grape
juice and jelly at grandmother's, was
enjoyed by everyone with great pleasure.
Today, we have 24 years of experience
in producing our own homemade
grape delicacies.
We care for the unique and luscious
flavour and deep red colour which,
through many years and processes,
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we have cultivated from our unsprayed and hand-harvested Leon
Millot grapes.
It tastes quite like a fairy tale!

Dødmosevej 4, 4894 Øster Ulslev
Tel. +45 2324 8423
Facebook: @vindruedelikatesser

#JORDENSBEDSTE GRAPE DELICACIES

Væggerløse Håndbryg & Falster Destilleri
Beer and gin with a taste of Falster

Væggerløse Håndbryg & Falster Distilleri are run by Martin Iversen, whose
life has always been about liquid
products: 'I thought I needed that
good, local beer from Falster and, in
particular, local production of spirits.
We make eight different types of beer
which can be associated with various
places on Falster or with a story I want
to tell. My daughter Christina Iversen
has designed all the labels based on
an interpretation of the place or the
story behind each beer.
Falster Distilleri is the first approved
distillery on Lolland-Falster with
hand-pounded, custom made copper
pot stills from Portugal. In the summer, I will launch my first gin, which
is soft, delicious and speaks to the
gin people and, in particular, the gin
girls! Around Christmas, my first rum
will hit the shelves; whisky requires a
little more patience and is expected
#JORDENSBEDSTE GIN

to be ready in three years. Of course,
gin, rum and whiskey will also be
given beautiful and colourful labels
based on my daughter's hand-painted motifs.

Væggerløsevej 13, 4873 Væggerløse
Tel. +45 3012 7554
www.v-haandbryg.dk
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Østergaard Vinmageri
Handmade special wines

The winery Østergaard Vinmageri
produces handmade specialty wines
from locally grown grapes and fruit.
The grape wines are made from
grapes from the winery’s own vineyards — especially grapes for red and
rosé wines.
In selected years, we make a red wine
from dried grapes.
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Fruit wines are produced primarily as
ice wine: these wines are intense and
exciting and go particularly well with
desserts and cheeses.
The high quality of the Lolland topsoil,
along with the mild climate, means
some of the best grapes, fruits and
berries in Denmark can be grown on
Lolland.
Through cultivation strategies, we
develop and optimise the quality of
the grapes. The winemaker’s task is to
get the best out of the soil’s qualities,
both when it comes to grape wines
and when it comes to fruit wines.
In the established wine world, the
term "terroir" is used to indicate i.a.
the soil’s importance to a finished
wine’s quality. On Lolland, we call it
EARTH. The vineyard and its fields are
worth a visit. This is where the quality
is created.

Book a guided tour for groups, incl.
tasting, or visit the vineyard shop
where we sell all the wines produced
by Østergaard Vinmageri.

Vestre Landevej 198, 4952 Stokkemarke
Tel. +45 2575 4828
Facebook: @oestergaardvinmageri

#JORDENSBEDSTE ICE WINE

#JORDENSBEDSTE PRODUCE
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Bandholm Hotel
Hotel, restaurant and wellness

On the north coast of Lolland, close to
the forest, beach and fields, lies Bandholm Hotel, idyllically facing the sea.
Since 1886, the beautiful hotel has
stood as a landmark of the city and as
a symbol of Bandholm's heyday as a
shipping port for grain from Maribo.

With a solid grounding in food from
the rich, local topsoil, Bandholm Hotel's restaurant has gained a reputation as one of Lolland-Falster's best
restaurants. In our busy kitchen, local,
free-range chickens, biodynamic vegetables, organic meat from free-range
pigs, lovely local fruit, and

much more, are transformed into
delicious, gastronomic cuisine — all of
which has the unmistakable taste of
first-class local produce.

Havnegade 37, 4941 Bandholm
Tel. +45 2844 5000
www.bandholmhotel.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE HOTEL

Godstedlund
Bed & breakfast with a banqueting room

On Godstedlund, you can host a
variety of events — from christenings,
weddings and confirmations to the
final farewell. All types of events can
be held in the studio, with room for
80 people.

food with #jordensbedste produce
from Lolland-Falster based on the
season and when the produce is
available.

In our reception room, there is room
for 40 people, in addition to a lounge
area and terraces.
Overnight accommodation is available
for events, and we have an agreement
with other places which offer accommodation nearby.
We love to provide our guests with the
best, which is why virtually everything
on our tapas plate and a great proportion of our wines are sourced from
local producers around Godstedlund.
For events, we collaborate with i.a.
Susanne Bruun, who makes great
#JORDENSBEDSTE PARTIES

Godstedvej 18 4894 Øster Ulslev
Tel. +45 172 1166
www.godstedlund.dk
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Hotel Saxkjøbing og Gårdbutik
The hub of the island

For centuries, Hotel Saxkjøbing has
been a meeting place for people
around the ancient market town
on the island of Lolland. Since 1835,
when the hotel was awarded the
label of 'Royally Licensed Inn', the
kitchen has served local beers and
delicious bread.

Today, the local beer is brewed at the
nearby Krenkerup Brewery,
while the bread is baked with sincere
love in accordance with Claus Meyer’s
reinvented recipes. The famous chef
and entrepreneur has owned the
hotel since 2006, and his food philosophy permeates the menu.

you can enjoy the hotel's own apple
juice, which is made from apples
handpicked on the island of Lilleø in
Småland.

In close collaboration with local
farmers, fishermen and food producers, the kitchen works to restore
the pride surrounding the region's
exquisite produce and products —
which, incidentally, can be bought
from the hotel's own farm shop.
The menu offers both special "home
cooking" — consisting of tasteful,
Danish, everyday dishes, and gastronomic 3 and 5 course seasonal menus. In September, the "South Sea
Islands’ Fruit Festival" is held, where
40

Torvet 9, 4990 Sakskøbing
Tel. +45 5470 4039
www.hotel-saxkjobing.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE HOME COOKING

Oreby Kro
Flavours by the fjord

Oreby Inn is located at the foot of
Sakskøbing Fjord, which has the most
beautiful views and is located in a
peaceful setting.
Our vision is to serve great food which
has been prepared using wonderful,
local produce.
We get our vegetables from our own
farmer on Northern Falster, who
grows turnip-rooted celery, rhubarb,
garlic, pointed cabbage, potatoes and
many other things for us. Our meat
often comes from local farms on
Lolland-Falster, and the game we get
comes from local hunters from the
many surrounding manors.
In the summer, the inn is self-sufficient: we have lots of herbs which
come from our large herb garden,
where we grow rosemary, sage, parsley, bay, sorrel, thyme, monks cress
and lovage. In the garden, we also
have our own apples, plums, walnuts,
#JORDENSBEDSTE INN

blackberries and rosehips.
Oreby Inn is open all year round and
is leased by restaurant manager Filip
Kardel with Rasmus Elver as a chef.

Orebygaard 2, 4990 Sakskøbing
Tel. +45 5417 4466
www.orebykro.dk
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Pitstop Idestrup
Gastro café and events

We are a small gastro café with accommodation, and we host concerts,
events and cultural happenings. It is
in our DNA to focus on honesty and
transparency in our offering. Therefore,
our products are homemade from
local produce.

Our motto is:
Honest Food - From the Heart.

Møllevej 20b 4872 Idestrup
Tel. +45 2963 2470
www.pitstop-idestrup.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE GASTROCAFÉ

Postholderens Sted
Sustainability, organics and bioorganics

Postholderens Sted is a family business that works with sustainability,
organics and bioorganics — and we
seldom have guests when there isn’t
music. The host is a fiddler.
Among other things, we work with
the invasive species, round goby

(which are caught naturally), and we
try to produce dishes from this fish in
the hope of bringing the low-fat white
fish to the dining tables and in the
hope of selling it at the fishmonger.
We bring some of the ingredients we
use for our menu in from our local
fisherman and make pesto from
nettles and wild garlic, and we often
work based on the principle: what fish
can we get today, which vegetables,
berries and weeds are peaking, what’s
in the refrigerator, and what else do
we need? We also like local dishes
where the food reflects the season as
well as soil and weather conditions.
We have an apple orchard with only
old apple and pear varieties. The
sheep graze in the orchard, and the
weeds grow wild and lush. This is
lovely — especially when the weeds
are the ones used to make our pesto.

#JORDENSBEDSTE WEEDS

The apples are both used for cooking
and squeezed into the most amazing
apple juice, which is produced from
the tree-ripened fruits.

Guldborgvej 215, 4862 Guldborg
Tel. +45 2320 8306
www.postholderenssted.dk
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Restaurant Fjorden
Restaurant with a stunning view

Restaurant Fjorden takes its name
from its unique location overlooking the Nakskov Fjord, which offers
an experience beyond the ordinary,
throughout all seasons.
Elin Hellesøe has been running the
restaurant for 21 years and, over the
years, has created a true farm-to-table
concept, as large portions of the vegetables and fruit used in the kitchen
come directly from her

own property on Maglehøj Beach.
The restaurant has an 'edible terrace'
with herbs and bowls with tomatoes
and strawberries which are picked as
needed.

Close to the campsite and marina.

At Restaurant Fjorden, you get good
Danish food with a touch of class and
lots of local produce such as fresh fish
from Langø — and everything is made
from scratch.

Hestehoved 5, 4900 Nakskov
Tel. +45 5492 2348
www.restaurant-fjorden.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE FJORD VIEWS

Restaurant Gonzalez-Feilberg
Local gastronomy

We are an environmentally friendly,
farm-to-table
restaurant with a focus on local
producers and produce.

Axeltorv 4, 4900 Nakskov
Tel. +45 2170 6025
www.restaurantgonzalezfeilberg.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE RESTAURANT
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Restaurant Najaden
Fresh fish and home-brewed beer

When you visit Restaurant Najaden,
you cannot avoid meeting the owner
Kristian Thomsen, who for 29 years
has given this charming place at the
heart of the beautiful marina in Gedser its own particular touch. Here, you
can always choose the "catch of the
day" — which often comes from the
Langeland Belt — the popular steak
with brandy sauce, or other changing
dishes from the menu,

which he cares for affectionately.
Herbs and berries are grown in the
restaurant’s own garden.
During the winter, Kristian brews
draught beer for the restaurant on a
20-litre facility with no additives — the
only ingredients used are malt, water,
hops from Vålse and surrounding areas and local produce such as blackberries and rhubarb, which give the
beer more fun flavours.

On a beautiful summer’s evening, you
can look forward to a magnificent
sunset overlooking the Rødsand seal
sanctuary.

Vestre Strand 3, 4874 Gedser
Tel.: +45 5417 0287
www.najaden.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE FISH

Restaurant Ö
Waterfront dining

Our restaurant is located in the beautiful harbour of Nysted. In fact, it’s
right at the water's edge. Being close
to nature suits us very well, and you
can see our love of nature reflected in
our food and wine selection.

food we feel like cooking from the
produce we can get hold of.

We use fresh ingredients for our
dishes — organic and local produce
is used if the quality is good and the
price is right. Lolland offers a lot of
good ingredients, so we buy locally
wherever we can. And we are proud
to use local produce.
The great topsoil down here brings
out the best, and you can taste that.
The wines we serve are selected with
a great passion for good grapes — and
in our selection of wines, you can find
organic white and red wines.
Our menu is never fixed. We cook the
#JORDENSBEDSTE RESTAURANT

Strandvejen 10, 4880 Nysted
Tel. +45 2834 0144
www.restaurantoe.com
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Thorlin Spisested og Gårdbutik
Pork, lamb and goatmeat

At the eatery and in the farm shop, we
use meat from our own animals. We
produce pork, lamb and chevon.
We prioritise animal welfare. The animals do not grow up in a stable, but
are out in fresh air, where they can
move. This results in a healthier animal
and improved meat quality.
Duroc pigs are bought when they
weigh approx. 30 kg and are slaughtered when they weigh 130 kg.
They bathe in mud holes and dig

in the ground in a forest in Stokkemarke on Lolland.
Sheep and lambs are tended to in
nature at the bird sanctuary Kaløgrå by
Sakskoebing.
We produce several kinds of cold
cuts from the animals. This includes
smoked meats, sausages and hams,
which can be purchased from the
farm shop. We also produce jam,
chutney, syrup, pesto, etc. The produce
comes from nature or from our and
other people's gardens in the area.

At the eatery, Spisestedet, we are open
on Fridays, where we serve a Friday
Buffet based around our own produce.

Knuthenlundvej 6, 4952 Stokkemarke
Tel.: +45 2781 3089/2925 2809
www.thorlin.dk
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#JORDENSBEDSTE FOREST PIGS

Vejrø
Restaurant Skipperly

Knowing that what you are eating
was created in the setting in which
you are so very comfortable at that
very moment creates a very special
feeling.

We are very proud of the organic produce we cultivate. When you eat with
us, you will be able to experience the
rich tomatoes from the nursery and
the happy lambs from the fields.

You will find the flavours and aromas
more powerful than usual. Wonderfully natural.

Vejrø 4, 4943 Torrig L
Tel.: +45 6320 5920
www.vejroe.dk

#JORDENSBEDSTE FEELING
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Here, we believe in peace
and in the future

Our own down-to-earth nature
characterises who we are

Our customers
care about authenticity
and honest experiences

LOLLAND-FALSTER IS KNOWN FOR ITS GOOD TOPSOIL. YOU CAN TASTE THAT IN OUR PRODUCE.

#JORDENSBEDSTE PRODUCE

Our history
of food
sets us apart

Soil and water
are Lolland-Falster’s
greatest assets

Our main task
is credibility

We are most proud of
the quality of our produce
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